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Carvings, Corridors & Timbres
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I’m thrilled to be returning to my old school to make a theatre piece celebrating 
400 years. It’s a gigantic achievement and I’ve shared it by working with some 
incredibly talented students. I’m delighted that SGS continues to support the  
development of young artists - I’m confident that many of them have got  
flourishing careers in the arts ahead of them. 

With the show, I wanted the title to reflect the three theatrical devices that I  
enjoy most: text, movement and music - and sew them together in a title that  
links to the school’s structure and environment - hence, Carvings (text),  
Corridors (movement) & Timbres (musical sounds). 

I am massively indebted to all those people who have published stories from  
the school’s history. All of George Barker’s wonderful books: ‘The Slog Smugglers’,  
‘Acting the Part’, ‘Crazy Buildings’ and ‘Nudes at Breakfast’ provided a lot of  
inspiration for the show and I cannot recommend them highly enough - there  
are so many fantastic stories captured within their pages. Also in Joyce Sleight’s 
book ‘School Days Remembered’. I’m amazed at the countless stories from  
Steyning Grammar School over 400 years and I wish time permitted me to  
theatricalise more of them - this show has only scratched the surface. 

I dedicate this show to every person who has taught, learnt, loved, laughed and 
been inspired from their time at SGS. I look back with the fondest of memories 
from my time here and hope the school’s excellence continues to inspire young 
people into the future. 

I always remember a quote from my time at Steyning. I would sit in History  
lessons and would read it on the wall everyday. It’s stuck with me and I think it  
resounds now more than ever:

“The further backward you can look, the further forward you are likely to see.” 
Winston Churchill

Happy 400 years Steyning Grammar School. Here’s to 400 more.  

Alex Packer
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The Steyning Festival runs 24th May - 8th June 2014.  
For more info speak to a steward, pick up a brochure or visit  
www.steyningfestival.co.uk

For info on Mini Mall visit mini-mall.co.uk or 
email minimalltheatre@gmail.com
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